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SUMMARY
Many regenerative environmental control and life support subsystems use and/or produce combustible gases such as
hydrogen and methane in the process of controlling and regenerating the composition of spacecraft atmospheres. The
escape of such combustible gases from any such subsystems could present a safety hazard if not detected. In response to
the requirement for an improved combustible gas -­
 ,sor that would also eliminate the need for frequent manual calibration,
a sensor specifically applicable to hydrogen sensing was developed under Contract NAS9-14658. Two preprototype Triple
Redundant Hydrogen Sensors with in situ calibration were supplied to NASA JSC under contract NAS9 .16065. The present
contractual efforts investigated the applicabilityof the preprototype quality hydrogen sensor for methane sensing and deter-
mined what design adjustments were necessary to provide for the sensing of both hydrogen and methane.
Application specifications for the methane sensor were assembled and design guidelines, development goals and evalua-
tion criteria were formulated. This was done to provide a framework to evaluate sensor performance and any design ad-
justments to the preprototype sensor that could be required to provide methane sensitivity. Good response to hydrogen was
experimentally established for four hydrogen sensor elements to be later evaluated for methane response. Prior results
were assembled and analyzed for other prototype hydrogen sensor performance parameters to form a comparison base.
The four sensor elements previously shown to have good hydrogen response were experimentally evaluated for methane
response in 2.5% methane-in-air. No response was obtained for any of the elements, despite the high methane concentra-
tion used (50% of the Lower Flammability Limit). It was concluded that the preprototype sensing elements were insensitive
to methane and were hydrogen specific.
Alternative sensor operating conditions and hardware design changes were considered to provide methane sensitivity to
the preprototype sensor, including a variety of different methane sensing techniques. Minor changes to the existing sensor
elements, sensor geometry and operating conditions will not make the preprototype hydrogen sensor respond to methane.
New sensor elements that will provide methane and hydrogen sensitivity require replacement of the existing thermistor type
elements. Some hydrogen sensing characteristics of the modified sensor will be compromised (larger in situ calibration gas
volume and H 2
 nonspec:if!city), The preprototype hydrogen sensor should be retained for hydrogen monitoring and a
separate methane sensor should be developed.
A technique to convert the preprototype hydrogen sensor to a methane sensor was established. The methane sensor would
be based on the use of modular, catalytic combustion-type sensing elements with known characteristics. It was projected
that modifications would provide both methane and hydrogen response with the needed parametric performance, little
change in the sensors' external configuration, weight (plus 5%) and power (plus 1 W), and minimal changes In electronics.
The modified sensor concept can readily accommodate modified elements that are resistant to catalyst poisons (such as
vapors of silicone, sulfide and lead compounds) should this feature be required for spacecraft application.
Very linear methane response was demonstrated for sensing elements of the type established for the methane sensor con-
cept. The hydrogen response for these elements was less linear (3% full scale calibration point scatter from a least squares
line) but adequate for warning of hydrogen gas hazards. The prospective methane sensor should probably be calibrated
using methane gas, versus hydrogen, due to potential differences in relative hydrogen and methane sensitivity that might oc-
cur with time.
It was projected the needed design changes to convert the preprototype hydrogen sensor to a methane sensor can be im-
plemented with a high probability of success. It is therefore recommended a Triple Redundant Methane Sensor incor-
porating the conceptualized design modifications be developed and parametrically evaluated, that techniques to in situ
calibrate such sensors with methane be investigated and that, optionally, microprocessor-based instrumentation be





The key program accomplishments were as follows:
• Assembled a Triple Redundant Hydrogen Sensor (TRHS) performance base for hydrogen sensing
• Established the basellne TRHS is a hydrogen-specific sensing device insensitive to methane and should be retained as
the sensor of choice for H 2 monitoring
• Projected that the TRHS can be converted to a Triple Redundant Methane Sensor (TRMS) using catalytic combustion-
type sensing elements with:
—Little changes in TRHS external configuration and <5% change in weight
— Nc changes in the in situ calibration WVE or automatic calibration electronics, and no increase in calibration time
— Minimal changes in signal conditioning circuitry and subsystem power (from 19 to 20 W)
—Sensing elements having established characteristics
• Experimentally demonstrated the type of catalytic combustion sensing element projected for use in the TRMS concept
has the needed sensitivity and linearity.
INTRODUCTION
Many regenerative environmental control and life support subsystems use and/or produce combustible gases such as
hydrogen (1­1 2 ) and methane in the process of controlling and regenerating the composition of spacecraft atmospheres. The
escape of such combustible gases from any of such subsystems could present a safety hazard if not detected. Prior
methane or combustible gas sensors have exhibited characteristics such as poor repeatability, poor response and recovery
time and position sensitivity that make them unacceptable for spacecraft application. The frequent and time consuming
calibration of these sensors is also undesirable.
Background
In response to the requirement for an improved combustible gas sensor that would also eliminate the need for frequent
manual calibration, a sensor, specifically applicable to H 2 sensing, was daveloped under Contract NAS9-14558. 0 -3> Two
preprototype sensors with in situ calibration were supplied to NASAJSC under Contract NAS9-16065, (3) as shown in Figures
1 and 2. (a) It is ultimately desired that sensors possessing these capabilities be able to sense methane as well as H 2 .'And to, in
the future, be able to differentiate between the two gases. It was the purpose of the present contractual efforts to investigate
the applicability of the preprototype quality H 2 sensor for methane sensing and to determine what design adjustments were
necessary to provide for the sensing of both H 2 and methane.
Ob3ctives
The objectives of the program were to investigate the suitability of the Triple Redundant Hydrogen Sensor (TRHS) for
methane sensing, to determine by analysis the design adjustments to achieve adequate methane response or improve
response and to pi oject the effects of design adjustm:: nts on H 2 sensing ability. It was the intent that the design adjustments
could result In a sensor that is effective for detection of both H 2 and methane.
Program Organization
The program Life Systems followed in meeting the objectives of the proposed contract consisted of the four tasks summa-
rized below:
1.0 Obtain a current baseline performance of the H 2monitor's sensing elements in H2. (b)
2.0 Determine H2 sensing element response to methane.
3.0 Determine adjustments needed to H 2 sensing element design to enable methane sensing.
(1-3) Superscript numbers in parenthesis are references listed at the end of this report.
(a) Hydrogen Sensor Calibrator shown is Life Sys4.?..ms' unit with upgraded packaging.
(b) The H 2 Monitor employs triple redundant H 2 sensing elements in the sensor portion of the monitor.
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FIGURE 1 TRIPLE REDUNDANT HYDROGEN SENSOR
WITH IN SITU CALIBRATION
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a Sensor
b Electron r,.,,
i Volume. dnr !fl'1
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1 1	 Hr•i at,^l^iv
1.'	 Availability
1 i Shelf L Ite
14 Operalriy L itt,
15 Structural
Self-contained with electronics able to be packaged with ARS
computerized instrumentation
Direct Concentration
Direct front •lccess for LHU (Sensor) and top for LRUs t p, +nted circuit
cards)
F texible depending on subsystem s lections
$2.000 to $4.000 per system
0 1)






10 to 30 watts
0
10 tc 30 watts
09999
99 9°/(, of time/90 days
10 years
5 years
Shock and vibration resistant
r,r) A benr•f^t of be^ny rnrcrocomputc^r-based




i ABLE 3 DESIGN EVALUATION CRITERIA LIST METHANE MONITOR
Essential
Avdildt,!o/Confide ,,
Mw' l work/do the lot,
f ,i I ( f)WAtu)ndl/t .fil Shcr-
Quantitative
Wt rghl




fhr.ik Pov:er cannol be wtied for any other needs
L .qnl Sic!e Only Power
Volume
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I ie . ,it Helectior'i
H(^I ability
M.11ril ' indb lity
I utt ,
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l ,ne • Replaceable Componenis
rew lime Hequired
I qurvdteril Weight
I xpenddblt• IU-w Rate)
Nwnber of Interfaces
Number of Connectiu,`5 (Gay;)
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i 4f ",apply Volume (90 (Jays)
H( —,upply Weight (90 days)
( )f voloprnent Cost
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Pres^,unn^d Volume Ne ',d
H,itio of Fixed to Vanabl, ,Veight





Contamination Potential (Reagents Waste Products)
F le .'bilily
Mission - ,upport range of missions at early date
Operalional
Growth Potential
Duty Cycle (continuous or cyclic)
Ability to Start Idle (Stand-by) and Stop F requently
Gorriplexity
Modularity
Commonality (of Components, Functions)
Shelf Life
Operaling Life




TABLE 4 HYDP.OGEN SENSOR IDENTITY
i)3tiS
Sen.il NuniLwt	 Dispcsi!ion
I)t	 Characterized and then supplied to and retained by NASA
02	 -naractenzed, supplied to NASA and then returned tot present contractual effort
E ndorao, e tested at 1 le Systems
04	 Lnduidnce tested at Lif e : Systems
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It was c'onc'luded the expennhental H ,
 response of these sensors would provide stable consl,tent data porn's against which
to compare 0xpennhental rnethwie response
T he performance baselines assembled were needed both as a background for any TRHS design adjustments that might be
re(Iciired to establish adequate response to methane and as a base for comparing the effects of any such design ad-
justrpa'nts L xcept for draft sensitivity. direct experimental data was available for each parameter of contractual inleresl
They resulted from prior contractual efforts or Life Systems Internal Research & Development ( IRAD) ac''vities matt sen-
„tivily was estun<ited based on an ;inalysis of some indirect observations The pr for perforrance results are summarized in
,tile ',_ p r c",c • nted graphically nh Appendix :' (I 1qures A: t to A? 121 and discussed below
Linearity and Reproducibility
The presented line art y of t he T HHS refle, t , . the worst case deviation tioin perfect straight ;ne output versus concentration
responst Heproducdhil!;y reflects the ability to reproduce such TRHS response characteristics with different sensors
These lwn quantities can be considet,^d together as the largest deviation range from a straight line drawn through the
c alibration data points for niulliple Sensors
f i(JureA:' 1 howsa combined linearity and reproduCibil!typlot basedonItiecalibrdtioncurves for four TRHS units (SIN -01
Through S'N 04) The worst case deviation from a least squares straight line drawn through the data points was 0 032 1 H
or 1 W of full sc:tlr ^ 1 his "s good linearity considering that it is within the analysis pre- isionlimits of the calibration gas used
±	 relative wit, h wa', f; un.1 to be the best precision normally available for H . ,-in-air mixtures
Position Sensitivity
The tener,tnal position sensitivit y of a T RHS is caused by gas convection currents in the vicinity of the sensing bead, which
will Vary with grav tational torces The TRHS will be subjected to varying but minimal.  gravitational conditions within a
;pact'( r,ilt . IMM01ily during the transition between launch and orbit The terrestrial position sensitivity of the TRHS mus' be
nun rmii Iii ensure rc , ,tdjnys ,iri^ not dt , pendent upon how an operator installs the unit As shown :n F igures A2-2, A2-? and
A.' 4 the position sensitivity of it RHS head is nil for rotation about both its axes when measured in air and 0 5% H ­ ,n air
,ttrnosphere
Response Time
Should a sp,u r'r r,ift H leak cause rapid accumulation of this gas in the surrounding area, it is Imperative that the TRHS
re ,pcw,,e Dint- tIr •
 ii tri o 11 c it,) he detectedquickly,and ter -nedial measures can be rapidly implemented (e g shultng
down It gorwr,tting or usnuj subsystems and rncreasmq the air circulation)
To n w,v wt • rt poi i,,e tmn-s for tie T RHS, Ine sensor head was mounted in the side of a test chamber with the flame arrestor
tl rr,h wjih the rr, d ^ , urface The ,en-or was isolated from It charTiber atmosphere by a rubber plug This chamber was
then purge-d with .t ,' It ^n-airmixture The plug was iapidl/ removed la step exposure to the H . . within e g , 0 1 sec) and
the an,iloq voltage output of the sensor was recorded versus time from the precise moment of plug removal As shown in
I iqure A.' ', the response time was rapid, less than 4 sec to 90 1)'0 of final value
Recovery Time
Once reniedial action concerning a fi leak is completed. it is Important that the TRHS rapidly recovers to indicate If the
reduction in H concentration occurred To p leasure recovery time, the analog output from a TRHSwas recorded from the
precise moment it which the sensor was removed into Hfree-air from a test chamber containing approximately 2,'o H . . (a
step c-h;tnge e q within () 1 sec ) The results in F igure A2 . 5 show that recovery was also rapid, to within 9W/c, of the sensor s
cxitput In au iii 4
Stability
Instrunheni zero. o, baseli , w ,lability affects sensor accurd( y As F figure A2 . 6 shows, the zero stability of three separate
preprolotypesensingtlemontstequivalenttotheoutputsofthreeseparatesensors)isverygood Also, theS/N-03displayed
1;t
J. !If fe Systems, hir,-
b,1"t-lificoutpul III an wa',only ♦ 0 U {• . H alle y .l,'1u,nihsolservtre and fill SA 04 ♦ 0 Of ',H .iter ty rrlortthsof SVIVlCt'
Interim Hit, tu.lUunr, riot rou1u1e1y re• if p ed we re Iypil .illy wit '1,r1 Itle range 0 Ulf to U U. "a H
Span ,Lich l I I IV mile'( Is Ihe ,it) IIit y of the 1 Flt 1;; to col it-0IV uuLCate H cOnC i l l lhaIIorIs wItho-it Iri site$ caI Ora luln it ter e'xIt'ntlt',^
em.0I oper,111( If I Averagt , drift$ If disp l ayed H t ont'e'nl'.lhix' Were tl 00', 0 0 Iti r,io days for I yure A,' 1 (thrt't' serlsorsl.
1 ill .1' , it	 I11d.IystoI l it;ureA.' H (It reeserisorr;l Ind 01 1 0 .1`'; H	 1U(MVy,toI i iqureA,' 9 (See also JIsc'ussronofF IQ I,
1 . 1 Itw I,rt • viow- • ,et t«In I
Relative Humidity Sensitivity
I flo 10, II 1 ee hunt (IIlV 11 01)04 flit , pat-o( I. Itl , I1 f r10"ptlefe will norrn,illy, Vaf V between , 1111uox nl,itc'ly .'h'', to 10	 T he abilily
of ltw i lit l`; to `t • I,,ihlV Ifidit ate It rotweriU,rt,ons u1 fill , t ,ib n ,ilrnosphere riuist riot he conlluonlist`d b y Close fill vans
t on:, A: I tlure A.' 1( I :;how:: rirI sttlnifirant i Ili I:; Elf 1 sen>; twity ex sts over this raride of lit  values
Temperature Sensitivity
1,1e Ienlper,iture u1 trip , • •l,,rt e, t.Ill I ibi t i will vary (e o	 over ,I I,irit)e of :"I1 to .'`) ' h It h to 71, f 1 It Is unpofI,i 1 it It I ,Ii m Ch
h ni1'I ,Ilu e y ariaiuuu. t it , . I , no •itlnii t „ni error,, n1 l lit IS response As f ig)urr' A.' 11 shows the TRHS r,; essenlial1y
!en 1a .Ilt;re n .en .ilwe of cr •it Ie,r•1 •I .'Ht; io	 +N h (' , '1 It, 'tI I  Irnlpe$.rturr I,int)e
Draft Sensitivity
A l i .1'a, e, i,ifl,,Ibr1.lo t , I'll Al , , ,nlye, honrelrLi,	 ilur,llthel111,111'oriveCUon which;sriotv,illable Ill ;erot)r,IVIty 101,$0
]dt , lot 110.0 rerilt' y ,ti iron) I'$I'w A f id h,ntlw.ue A I ,iver.I ' ll' air vt'IoCIiv 0t 1 t, nl,nun I:", if1nlinl is the$elore induced n1 Ihe
tbrl •Itn1o:,lrhe$e !I
	
nq • o$Lin! 01,1! ;,, h ,111 t w rent•; n1 the vit filly of ,I Tflf "; nx',isurrn10n1 Ioc,Itlon do riot siyriilit',Ifilly
h,u1,p .eraser Iesllon .e It, It
I he 1101`; dlaft :.enr.ilwvty w,'!. e-AiIII ile,l a:, only ,I (1' , of v,ilut , ncre,ise I I I all displayed I1 cont'ef*,it or:s at a 1 t; 11$1un
rlwll,wi,cl01':IV	 I')I 'ItlicA. , i.' it1,::luolet'ht,riw.isb,ISedonob';t'rvalionstitlriny,10110rc•onti,ICtualeitorl
I	 $tart peen p et ort}t'ti tItII lIhl 011er,Ih0'I 
Of 
'411,111 tan • . If it 10 vrt'IIIIt y of a 1 ,t e1 1r 010tVt1t' Sensor dead.
A !h %"10t l e:• of the •ill rlw^(,ni,•',i ,tin hI Itw t•tn•. o-Alf"I'llt'd
HYDROGEN SENSOR RESPONSE TO METHANE
A pinldry t l t , it , the of Ihe pro,lr,un w.I:. l, , ,leleinurie the putent^,il of Ihe exist nit 1 f1H5 to Perf0111 ,IS a nlettlane sensor
ihoft l foie ft:.pon'.eto.",	 nleth,Ine in, lit %*_v.k1eh'rmmt,d for fill, inletow IRHSelenlenls for whichyoodH resPOnSe
h.id beer, pft-i l wAV r • `;tahle;hetl (see tiyd$ot)en ;sensor Baseline Perforlldnct , sertionl The THIIS test
!•etd it t1u$e 1;1 w,i•. W,t'd till these 1110.1;;urenit fit:;
All lout 1106 elenlerrl:, weir lountl to be n1;;en'atwe to rnr•IthIM' fief ,rust' .'','o IS a high nlethdnt' COnrenlr,llion (the
t1 ,1he .1 t ottled ,),I:• nrXturt , t oft entr,it.on Con111101CI,illy , ,n,idLibly xid''0`',• of the tower 11ximlab l ty t unit (LI l ). it was
on hilted Ihe e>` e.lrnl 1 fIi 1;; t1e:;itln 1::	 It) melt),int' and e; H spec-itw
i Iy,1ro,;t I :,Iwk ,h,,lR r; ,u1 adv,in!.111e het',nise the T Ilt IS, • aIt ht' used u1 ro11hu1,itloll with a t)enerdl Combustible gas sensor
^e::0on . y t i, , both nleth,r'1e anti H to dcshnOuish w1101 of Ihese two uses is present in the monitored dirnosphero
He tree$ ,i'•I ,I r.ei rt :p0r'1; Ve to rileth,Ifit , c;,11- o needed ,Ind design,ullusinu'nis lathe TRHS to provide n1e'lhane sensitive
! y ,Ire re,)ulue,l I ll'	 NO , t,.r fit.	 Xid their efle,'ts ,ire considered ul the next two Sections
PROJECTED EFFECTS OF POSSIBLE CHANGES TO HYDROGEN SENSOR
A'' ei^alu,lhon of W
	
1dlu;intent>: I'1 trill tit' nec'dt'd 10 Ihe senticn or sensor element design ,ind operating) conditions to
i, 'i e y e ,u1 ,ItletytIAle 0I nnl, I ove,1 output re:;ponce to 1110I1,i 1 e was completed V,IriouS OPUt>n,11 ,1pp10,1010S 10 mOdIfyuly
Hi its ,it •^,1r1 ,I 'I t 1 0I1eI,I1 !1 1,1 r0n,1,11( 1 ns were ev,Iiu,Ilet1 1 here are discussed on tilt' 1011owIfk^ tz,lUes
1.1
,C',</ip Systems, Jn r
Design Changes
l'h,ingl,", of fhl, r ataly .t the 'wrisor geometry ,i r :d the tensor eienu v nt ivpl, were evaluated as possible w.iys to prornote
nwlh,+nr-	 ,1 fill , T Hf IS
Catalyst Changes
1 he plot( , ( I . ellet1>' of fit(- tollowrng c,it,ily"l rh,inges wl,r0 evaluated for the existing therrn,sloi bead sensor design use
(et ,+ hi(Itier .ijrf,ic(i area catal y .„	 enhance activity uSe of a higher catalyst- to binder ratio to reduce masking of the
( it ilv"t ^,urlac0 and c()rweI>;Ion In a new catalyst n+,iten,il f ich could enhance inadequate response of the TRNS to
n111h,inl , f iowevel t i^; ver y unlikely 1110 first iwo types of cata l yst change!; ihomselves would C , hange nonexistent response
• 110 ad0(tuat0 respe ;v' Hather it w,e; conclude(1,+ much higher sensor tenlpt • rature(d+scussed subsequently) n combina
on with a • ,uit,iblt' c,+t,ily .t to oxui.; r Itit , i,itlwt refractory methane gas was needed
Geometry Changes
i tit • pro Iek ied l,itl,r 1 , of 1110 following cleom0lI V chang0^. well , cons d0r0d char:grnq the flame aIresto, geome t ry increas
n(1 fl,+rne sir r0-•lor poret • uty,ind reducing the thernustor mass It was pro t ected that honet is Of such chan .^o ; n contra nat or,
th thl , "k • .I tiq IhOnnc.tor • .0 r r"rnet elements would he n0gllgihle particularly consicTOnng Ih,if the sensitivity of thest,
,1• r,, r nor-thane vv,r • , d0n1011"11,04" ' I to b0 nil
yen: or Element Type Changes
1 e.r prol0r 10+1 etf0cl^ ' of ch,inginq the :sensor t-lenre r +t type were considered It was COn( laded that me;have sensitivity can
hl,,ill,+neonllhc.w,+v I'k,irnn,itionols0vt , fal,illorn,itrvemethane sensing lechniquesduringaprinianly Inter nalResearch
+rid l hwrlopntl,nt (I1TAl i etlur 1 showe d It; r the catalytic combo A1011 pf sucCeSSh,lly used rn the T RHS would best be
etas u-d but wilt) nu1dfilicahonS t r-i provide ,+rl0qua10 rn0lh,+n0 tespor^,e l pprOpnatt^ elements uhli2e tuah Irmpera+ur0
( r'r,+rnn heads ;m;iead of theirm!Aoo. Theo pr,^ctic,il rwnsitively i;; adequate (Iti Ilian 0 1 °„ niethane or H • •) and their
t ;po ir;r c; lint',Ir ove' (tre,iter ih,in ` 1 1 ' . of the l I l m,ikrnq then+ sir-labll, for direct reading, analog output instrumentation
1 h0sr elements replace the ther mustois. but will not rliminafe iho need lot the TRNS as shown below Their characteristics
voll be discussed in Suhsrqurnt Sections, of this Report u1 forms of a Separate Triple Redundant Methane Sensor (TRMS)
Operating Parameter Changes
	
r1.in(1r ri ItIO i Ht fti oper,il m	 were ,ilso considered to polentiaily promote methane sensitiwly
Operating Temperature Changes
Ill( rO I"IrIkI the operatnul IOniper,ittnos of the TRHS therrnistors would definitely help rtovide methane sensitivity it a high
orlou(lh oper,itirq Ieniperature could 110 obtained However, the normal upper operating temperature lim111 of negative
t . vnpl,ratur0 ( oettic en1 Therm stoi bonds. its used In the TRNS is 41 3 K (572 F), at which their temperature measuring sen-
',01 IV would be (tre,+tl y reduced This is well below the tenipe tature it which catalytic met'tane -sensitive elements typically
0pl,rat0 (0 q or0,iler than i;'3 K (8-1:' 1 1 t ven it response Could be obtained at the upper lemperaime Irmit of the ther.
ire;tor s ,i modif t'd c,rt,rlyr:t wo0d hive lobe Incorporated The precious metal black catalyst cut rently used would lose sur-




belil,vl,d that mcfoe ling the prosSUrO by a small amount (o g . negligible to 34 kPa (5 psi) will not change the sensor
ri( In 10SI)O Lavenl,r 	 t von II largI	 I I. ' S N' L I I	 I ncrraseS could result m meth;,ne sensitivity the significantly Increased
e glnvall,nt weight pen,elty th.1t would b(' incurred in Such an approach (e g . due to the need tot a pump). is considered
un,ttU acliv0
1')
In practice it Is de r ,it lr' th,it :,enso: ttrsponse not be pressure sensitive since spacecraft cabin pressures will vary (e q
1 4 W,i ( ± ^ 1 :' psi) nominal for the Space Station) The pressure sensitivity of the candidate nielhane sensing elements is
estunaII'd to be only about L) :"., ': of the readinq/kf a ( i I°o of Me reading/psi a)
Relative Humidity Changes
1 lunud , ty t han(;e , ,art` expecIt'd I(+ negligibly ,affect tfie ,ibll!tV of methane to react with oxygen at the sensor bead In pr ,I(
ii( e such effects would he undesirab'e because they would rest, 'ct the relative hurnidily operating range Of a sensor
however waler vapor isprojected riot toiriterterew!th the responseof 'he candidale nit ,
 ihanese rising eiomenis consider ed
for incorpot.ition into the TRHS both Oil the basis of ttublished specifications for the elements and on the function of the
rer('tenrt' bead to ( orli ,em„Itt' lot ( hangers in the thermal conductivity of the )tonitofed atmosphere due act vanathle
hurliidily
Draft Variations
1'	 I	 l' 1 1	f II	 I	 ,, , t'•p,'(^It'd ,u ^ it„t`nhnni a ^„ t',;Tl-. O Ors ell rTt,'l ,aniCdl ,'Ofi'v('c IiOfl (;i lilt' ,i1fnO:iphefe 1(i Ihe SPnSing Plemlent`,
wot,ld hurt sentior It Sponse Such convection we.Ild likely carry more heal awa y front flit , sensing elements than would be
Gained by Improved nt,iss tr,irt:;ter of rttelh,ane and highof reaction rate, at an ,ilre,idv insensitive element Also. ,an
equivalent vveighl pert,ilt y for Ifie mechanical convection device would be incurred
METHANE SENSOR CONCEPT
j{,t ",'tl (In  
	 inn Prior IRAII eftofts it waS c Of1clUOe(1 that changes to the ex.stinq Set)"Of
e `I('nit`nts ,ind opefol!nq conditions will not .add a methane senr:ing capability to irte T RHF , A separate niethane sensing ele.
Ine p t fllX4 he used
I b ,„.^:I't ,t(llusttoorils to convert the TM iS  to a T WS) were conceptualized . -d file effects of these adlustnaents )n Sensor
p. , tiorm,mit ,
 and certain operatin(; p,iranwlers were projected These will now be reviewed
It w.a:, pfolecled the T RMS would hive esseriti.illy the same external configtnatron and hardware as the 1 RHS (Figure 1 )
Projected tealhrw, ,ire IisW(I !n Table 1; CaGllVtic contbu^1ion-type sensinq elements available to original equipment
rn,inuf,icturerr- (a i l M slwould be incorporated. slightly modified to fit the TRHS envelope Use of such alternative elements
i11(thl y ,rdVdtlt,I(it'ttus ar shown in Table 7 These elements ut!IiT(' ceramic beads suspended by a fine, but sirono, wire be-
hh,'e`n rn,'t,rl po',t ; versus. Ri,'rnustor beads mounted directly to ,I panted CirCtlil board through heavier wire leads, as shown
ur I iOure it !t, ( ^rojected flit •, e sensing elornents could he mounted on a panted circuit board of the same diameter as that
of tht - 1 RI iS 1 he eler,ienis would be sur rounded by a modified but larger volume sensor cavity insert, which separates the
eleowril:, and provides distnhut on of c,110tation gas durinq in situ calibration of the sensor A larger cavity would be
unde:;uable for a 'RIIS since more !n sift, generated H . . for calibration would be needed This is another reason the TRHS
sho(slo be retained as a sensor for H
Ch,ar,rcie(!:,Ilk s. of the con'. eptualVed i RMS .Ire projected in Table 8 Projections are compared with preliminary design
;,	 I T,ible .') ,n Table 9
11JIVIlk' c onubustion type sensor elements. such as those considered for the TRHS, have a good reliability record so long
r,tt,ilysi poisons are riot prese r it ' i i (Seo Performance, item 1' . in Teble 9 ) Lead and phosphorous com pounds are un!;I,e-
Iv to be present rn spacecraft ,ihnosphores Silicone and sulfide compounds are likely to be present onP r
 at very small con-
w1rations. although these ti,ive not been established as being present for spacecraft Table Al n appendix 1 lists some
^alltule r n.Itfnn/rrr Space Station concentration limits for several sulfide compounds and one silicone compound However
these ,are based primarily on toxicological exposure limits and are not indicative of expected concentrations to be found in
i .i, '( r,itt Nonethelf ss if required, sensor elonaenis that are generally poison resistant (and specifically shown to be rests-
!,vit to ,ilicone, sulfide ;ind lead compou)ds) can be substituted for the lower power (e g . by 2 W), more developed elerents
considered for the TRHS design ad(ustnle • 1ts (see Tables 6 and 7)
T h.' ,ensue; elements considered for the TRMS utilize an alumina-supporter rTalladium c:atalysl, stable at the 823 K (1 ,02,1
 F)
bead oper,atinq temperature instead of precious metal blacks, which are unstable at adequate temperatures for






TABLE 6 PROJECTED TRIPLE REDUNDANT METHANE SENSOR FEATURES
Cunhgurational commonality with TRH i
Ident,c,II f • n r r•rn,iI c.ontigurdiion
Sane , hcruslog
S,vtw WVf call (it H used for c ilibrationt
So If 	 tIdrne drre",tor1,
Printed cirCwt board mounting o f sensing elements still used
Sarre light gauge wiring as TF414S (: 1 4 gauge)
Nn , ncrease in !hv number of wire-, (one for the TRHS)
No	 n eloi.tr , ,ni( , circuils other than signa l Conditioning (it H used for in situ calibration)
Mnrunal ch,viq-r, ur ,signal conditioning electronics
Sensinq elernen! amenability to rpplication
Proven predictable porforrnance utilize available, pretested elements
Shock and vibration resistance remains to be verified
Minimal modifications to available sensing elements required
M nrrn,r! increase in subsystem power requirement over TRHS level (profectf,d 5%)
Minimal sensitivity to cabin pressure variation of 3 1 to maximum 2 Asia
l ong lifetime (over Iwo years m absence of poisons)
Alternative i)ackup element types available,,
In "h.	 . !hr ,r„!,,r;rt;ili';tp,	 ^y
Nu i , i(	 in hnu w s for in ,,A, calibration/zeroing over TRHS values
Ht•q ,i!od H gener,rtion current densities should be within range of existing Water Vapor Electrolysis (W'VE) cell
i,• .) k`,O rnA/(rrn ) and insirurrnenlation
(Piltorm distribution of H to redundant sensors felt vela nable
M,t)ufar t,irable sensor
Mach n nq operations are still minimized and critical tolerances avoided
One piece. injection nwiddble sensor cavity insert retained
Uncomplicated assembly of sensor retained
fTetdinr, H sensitivity
nul,,r r pc m,e r urves for methane arid hydrogen''
A( t eptabl y
 changes in H , parametric performance over TRHS
(a) Reqular it J low power versions an y /united poison resistant and more poison resistant versions Underline reflects
ver,„un selected More poison resistant versions are less developed. hence not selected for primary approach, but
sti r l excellent candiddW
rbl Cuestion remains if poisons will impact the methane sensing response at a different rate than the H., response If










'd predI(-table per tot rndnce Grids( tr-ri`_,IICs
Mass production quality control capabilities
,I Thousands of elernents made per month
b E lenrents prernatched and pretested
Hugged
d Designed for use in rnines and 'around mining machinery
b Tested for shock and vibration resistance
.1 (;an be fit into our existinq THHS head acid used with our existing WVf- cell
', Available in lower power (U 4 W each) versions
0 Avoids developrnr-it cosisirisksltime
I Available as small assembles easily handled and installed
H Alternative cap,ibilities p , esently available
d T y pes dvallahle silicone resistant sulfide. silicone ai.d lead resistant
b Low and high nowetr levels '
c Stability against "burn-out in gas concentrations above: the Lower Ftamrrnability Limit
+ Apr,licable to combw5lible gases ol f ior Ihan rnelhane
Disadvantages
1 Sensor design limited to available sensor element configuration This apples particularly with respect to
in Y110 calibration
2 Not specific for methane (see also No 9 above)
r,u High power levels more sensitive with power difference between low and high types only less than 3 watts
18
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FIGURE 5 COMPARATIVE ILLUSTRATION OF PROSPECTIVI- "i RIPLE REDUNDANT
METHANE SENSOR AND TPHS
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TABLE 8 PROJECTED TRIPLE REDUNDANT METHANE SENSOR CHARACTERISTICS





svntior Cavity Volume ( " m on')
Sensinq Pnnc"Iple
! invar Han(s ,	( J1 ,, in Air
( )esign Range	 ( :FI . , n. Air
`;lora(;e Tenlr) Rincte K if )
( )pvr,il nr1 Ternp Hinge K If I
( )perating Pres ,,ure Flange kPa (psia)
`W r l" ruf E lenient Temp K (F )
')en ,,or Lite
He^,ponse Tune ISaI	 of Val(,el. s
ftr , i overy Time ( 1 0)	 of Valt',') s
',fi_in Doft
	
F oli SCa4r r ;U days
Hasellne ()rift ", F till Scalelyt• it
Son ,)m Po ,ition Sensitivit y f till Circle Racial and Axial Rotation
In Air	 F till `ica'-
Ir O',	 (;H; Full Si.ale
Graft Swit .itiv ty % increase in Displayed CH., Cont.eniration at
1 h mirnin 1? 1 ) fl/niml Sarnple Velocity
Tenipw.iture Sen s , tivity Maximurn Change in Baseline over Operating
iernfinerattire R,iFir 	 f till SCale
;entiitivity	 of (.H Readinq*Pa 1
	
of CH,, Readinglpsia)
fIH 5e 1 1',Ihvity. elver the Range ?6 7O 	 RFI	 f Lill SCalel' ", RH
Repe,il,ibility	 F till Sc,ilt.
I i r ie,lot y .	 F till Scale
`iruuF Tolerance
Vita,i!ann Ti lor,inr r•
Hixluriki cil f Lirrn , Aro - ,tor`,
Modified Comrn^ • „,e- Unit,
Applicable to Various Comhu ,,l ble Gases
Including H and CH4
1 6 in Diameter x 2 5 in L ang
1 75 (0 38)
HoSs
1 23 Maximum (High Power would be <5)




233 to 328 f-40 to 131)
?6- 8 to 313 (23 !o 104)
101 3 14 114 ! 2 ?)
8?3 110221
>2 Years (Absence of Certain Pnison5)
20 (2 5 6, o CH 4 in Air)








250 g. 5 Blows Each Plane
20 g. 24 Cycles from 100 to 3.200 H7
Porous Stainless Steel
i,i) l ,w rower preie ., ,j qi nerai Combustible gas sensing elements
il,i Nri mit-rfi•rew e from water vapor is expected for sensor elements to be employed
20
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TABLE 9 PHOJECTED CHARACTERISTICS VERSUS PRELIMINARY GOALS FOR METHANE MONITOR
M,Iir I iAI'-,If t^t)nsltuC(ion
c Am 
U to.,
 5% Max metimne in air
0 1 1 : (1 (111(1 ppnii
t.", of full tit ,ilt'
t t	 of full tic ,iii.,
t.' ; of full tit .lit' (with lu)earizc'rl
t t	 of full st alt' rt .'4 hnurti
(non( urtulafivt'i
f d •^1 It' tt	 1 ntu , (+ t t' to ti('' , tit
hn,l! value
Nt nt,
Nonr (t' q it'ntp<'raturt' Chdnge>,
vibr ' iliort t MU
Duet 1 mr'thdnt' pt'rit'rtl
No w
Nww r ist'nsil l ve to po^sorl}
No IIgu^d ,i,r cooling needed
None (less than 1 min)
o to 5 VDC. 5 mA max
Compalible WMI filiered air
Set , T,ihle At 1 .
 ilc m H
Se'e Table At i item /,l
101 (14 ') Sce Table Al 1 item 1
for icl"ianct'
Set , Table Al 1 for It mpordlure•.
l"fOSsurt' reldhvt' hunud ty range
('1cm Ib)
Per NASA NHR 8060 1 and
St H ooi it,A
e'rolecIt d Actual
0 to : 5`' o ma IL methane In-air
_ CI 1	 ( 1 11110 ppnu
t .'°	 of full scale'
t 1	 of full Scale
of full SCdie
2	 I,! full scalel30 days
.'(1 set' to 4(t +'; of lull S+ dle'
lialoyt'+t CongloundS
Minimal See Table 7
l),ect ntethdne percent
Nont=
Silicone sulfur phOSphnrOUS led'J
compounds'"
No Irqu'd/an cooling needed
Protected Actual
None (less than 1 min)
0-5 VDC. 5 mA max
Compatible with filtered air
Operable at 61 nlln)tn (11 00 ftlmin)
:'68 313 (.'3 to 104) flange
101 3 14 (  1 4 7 t :') Hit riot,
Humidity Insensitive (see above tot
temperature and pressure ranges)
Per NASA NHH 8060 1 and
SL R-0006A
Continued
f't' r lrn ntant t'
t Hangt'




f lt'ti pt t n`,t' T it t It
c'hc'n1^, ,,I l)r q t
t 'iv^rt,nrnt'ntal r.)rt)n
f'.i'.I111t1of Hcadoul
t ' O ' Ov"! `it'ntii1Y1^
Ac	 Coolu)q
'	 T n.,t^ h T t'rltpt'r dlu';' K It 1
OF)r l dt^ort _





it'nipt'I,tt„ir h (I 1
I , I t- I ,:,I
 
It 	 hf',I I(I",rl
1 l)pw,it o I,I k nwhtrmwnt
w1l ht' ,1( conlph't 'd t'V the incorporation of It line'anzing circuit into the el^ctronics
(C)1 3	 111,11, without I floarizef However, t 1 "r was donlonstiated experimentally for nonllneanzed response of
nic'th,ine'	 st'nsol elements
1, I AI*hti;lgh it ilm I, he' dt'sirable to ditto It, fit ial" between H . , and nit'ihane (other Combust)ble gases) Heactlon to CO
tie	 in Inter'-fence
1d1 ,nh;bit rt'SPOrIs ., at Co I )i c I f) IIAt1OnS exet'edenq G	 (unlikely in ;pacc-c raft)
wt At l,tw ppm Irvrlt; Poi^o r )
	
elements can t ie substituted It SIIICOne and sulfur levels are n almosphere +,lead













,I Vibrahon L evel
1'; Appl ic ability
lh Vt'nled Prod(,, ,,
(?f)r r,ftint^ f r,flures_
1 Auto Startup, Shutdownnr
Automatic Calcul.fhon''
i Ac.cept 1,oinrnand Inputs'
	
4	 1 r,vv,rniI1,fI of St,ilus Indicators'
Autoprolechon'
n f q uit detection'
I l u( ' 11 I ,C)O oil
	N.	 f ,f^l-Saft•
a C r ew Tune
(foal
Per Doc No CSD-SS-012
None (or easel- generated)
0 to 1 G plus launch conditions
Needed infrequently and easily done
(e g automatic in ;itu calibration
with auto zero and auto span)










Manually or electronically initiated
Methane concenlralinn
Initiatiun of operating mode
transitions
Pa r ameters measur,^d operating




Display codes ratifying incorrect
commands or component causing
,hutdown
AUIomalic shutdown
Less than 1 hour/month
Projected Actual
Per Doc No CSD-SS-012
None•
0 to 1 G plus I:" inch conditions
Needed infrequently and perfo,med
by automatic in situ calibration wilt)
auto zero and auto span-









Manually or electronically indicated
Methane concentration
Initiation of operating mode
transitions
Parameters measured. operaling




Display codes identifying incorrect
commands or component causing
shutdown
Automatic shutdown
Less than 1 hour/month
—continued
A for in situ calibration with N
Ib) A benefit of being microcompute'-, ased
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„c fit Sys( WS,  im,:
1 It I h I 4	 ( -of lf If? 411 1
1'. 1, ti,ty;lly
1	 1, k! I I I, 111 I at It'll
III • .0, 1,1
k 1l. III it. n1 I.It IIIIIto
1	 ,4•IA-.,II t to .111t'n
I I.%% I'I4
1.	 W"I ' llll M,) (It')
.I	 ^If'II'., 1 1 	 kk) A ll 1)
1 1 	 I Il'1 11, 1 1111	 k,I (111)
f ol k II 11;	 llli	 111 '1
1'.1 ' ^.1,)ua) i h • n • .ily tit) ,1n1	 11h^11')








1 1	 I y,('I,11'n,; 1111'
I',	 ',Ilu,	 1111.11
A 111,11
'•1'll 1 l'i1.11 i 11',1
	
with l'il't 11(Illll	 ,11,11'
111 Ito {4U h,lt),' 1 wil y Ali,”
Itfill IIfell:l • :1 r,	 If	 11114.111.111(l,
I II t
	 1 I	 I	 I-	 I' fill .111kill
I Inl't I Illull
	 k l -	 III if I Iii I`
j! 11'nF,I )11 ,11111 11'{ t L ,I	 I I t; 1•. Il'l l III •t1
I	 Ilk
	 1111 , 	 .1111•.)
111' 111111' , f1
. 1 4'l ll III it) till	 It •n 1
^,.' 14 1 1' Il,	 }..1 it )I 	 r.y ,ll'nl I
11 ''
 It
	 1 N 1 1 It 1 •11
1 1 •1 11 1 1 I' 111 N 111	 1 I,1
I l ' 1 I('
	 1	 11 1 11 I It 1 I l 	 ' 	 +1
1 1	 ' 1 (11'1
Il
I I I I('	 it l w.lI 
(11 w •111
' 1 ' 1 ' I 	 , 	 Ill linu • 'it) d.w.
11 1 Vex-,
:^ht4 ^ ,11111 vd'1.111t'n I1'hl.'•L 1111
I'I I'll I t it I 11 Ak Iti,ll
I'll k ('nl,lull'11 wilt 1 . 11r k 111xur , •it It
fit Ill' lau It,u)r11 with AWI
I I 'fill 'kill I f1:1't1 nr.hunu'nL11u111
I 1 ll ot 11 1nit 1'1111.11n'n
I lnl l t 111(1111 ,1, k I' . . 1()( I lit!
I,^rnr,Illl.110 I(q) fill 1 Iitlr, (111r11111,1
A m tilt , ,11,1•.1
I II Ilk It' 1 1' k It • 11t'I 11 111 It) 1 1 11 `,IIt 1r.y`JI'I I1
'.1'11 1 1	 111 1 , . .
1)11!1 II''^•1 111 ! ( 1 1'1'1 • .y • ,11 1 1n 1 )1,' f,l
I 1 1 1 1 11 •11
. ` I ! III
1!'1'1!1!1
'1 1 1'1'', ,1) Innl 1 ;'4 1 t1,ly^.
111 y1'•11 •.
!;hok h ,Intl v.h1,1141rl Irse:Lull
,. 1 )	 . „I	 I , I'IItI k ,11 it Il Of, 111 ,%VIII :1
1 1 1	 I il4' Ir{d.11 I' 11'6' will
(,	 I'll' {'It11"IyI It 	 111111'.I	 I'll '•.t'IIIIy det, I I I, a4 • ' 1	 Nt1 1 1 1 i ll I f 11('1 1-. III. it 14 , It it Ila)Iit If II.lw,lll'
1 1	 , 	 1,1'	 If	 It(it Ilk)	 11111".
(I' 1 	ICI,
	
l( • .I l l ,111	 11l' 1 I 	 I'1' 1'.1111'.)
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Such sensor" respond "Irmlarly to 14 dnd methane and the •
 response to the total combined concenlration of the two gases
it r,tmullarivously present ,hotjid be approximately the same as the Burn of the responses for the individual gases F rgure b il-
Iustrale • r, the calculated relative response of catalytic elements to H ,
 methane and other combustible gases ""The actual
rel.ttive response of complete sensors (versus elements alone) will vary somewhat, in part due to the effect of flame at
rer,lors,indcontiyur,ttionon the diffusion characlensUcsofdiflerentgases The sensor will respond to a large variety of corn
buslible gases However are the only ones likely to be potent, illy present it measurable
t onl.wiv,ilrow, tri the spa( vcratl ilinosphe to
It 1r, projected that ir.y changes in the H , response of the sensor elements with time will not occur it the s2me rate as
changer, in methane response as illustrated in f rgure 7 L essdemand ng catalytic conditions are required for oxidation of H
at the sensor bead stir face than tot methane, so catalyst changes that slow down methane oxidation might riot affect H; - ox
idotion 1 herek,te, calihrahen write H is riot considered totally reliable tot th s rnethane sentiing application Some form of it
o Wlt ,ine in air source must be used to ensure the sensor s response to methane remains in calibration Development of it
methane generation technique for in situ calibration is recommended
Ante • th,int , responsecurvewdsobtainedtotsensorelementsofthetypeconsideredfortheTRMS(seeinFrgure8) Linearly
war, very good The largest dttVIdtion from a least squares straight line through the data points was 1 "o of full scale (def-jied
&, :' `)	 nielharte)
liy t onirar;t solid sLite, nietal oxide semiconductor (MOS) elements. considered among the alternat:ves, are grossly
nonluu • ar and the ,-,tllthratiofl curves for methane and H , , are very different, although these elements are typically less costly
and molt , "on"Itive ,et lower levels of combustible gas concentration 1 ypically, such elements are not used for gas concen
h,11nnT rneasurenu nt hecau ,e they art y
 suitable pnrnanly tof go no go (versus analog) output only"' ) Methane and H
^.unult,ineousiy present III the monitored au corlipete at the sensor surface, resulting in it lower combined response than
woulr, he expel led bas;ed on the tesponses for the individual gases "" Typical MOS sensors are hwnrdity and temperature
,ere.11W a of are coosidofed lest;  rreIwblv 1 he MOS sensing elerents were not considered to be a good choice tot adding
methane sensinel c 	 to the • i lif iS
PROJECTED METHANE SENSOR PERFORMANCE AS H 2 SENSOR
A•; ,i <to,iI ii h,i,I twon desirt'tl Ih,it the 1 lrM;, it ,
 I,wi the ability to perform as an H • sensor following design adjustments T his
would jrt • rnu	 nt moito r uu) of H anti inelhane with one sonsor it relative responses to the two gases were consistently the
„tine Of I- 4 t.r . 1,iled to each other h; a consI,inI f,wtor ) It so, only one gas (i e , in situ generated H . ) would need to be used
for c,ilibialion Th., section discusses the projected impact of TRHS design adjustments on the ability of the prospective
1 Jim'-' to • ;onr;e H_ anti tin iL, relativt H methane n y r,ponse characlenstics
1 he est rbii Jled charactenstics anti The av,illab lity of methane test information enabled exhapolation of many H . , sensing
pertorniantet^h;iractenshcs Theh,il,tnceottheprojectionswerebasedonanalysisandintuition The resullsand bases tot
the ,e projections an y r;unun,+r in d ur Table 10 T here projections indicate that the TRMS could provide the H . , sensing per tot -
ni,e • It t • needed to prott" I r p,icet i,Ttt tram the hazards of potential H - . leaks but riot as optimally as IN. TRHS
H 2 Sensing Ability
f 0 1 r,onu p,ir,in left r such as response time,tnd draft sensitivity, the TRMS will potentially perform better than the TRHS as
,i If sensor ,'ero daft was protected to he larger !han for the TRHS, but only about 0 1 °:o H ., per year, typical, well below the
tI !, I ^ H alarm three;hold
A i I rt ­ ;ponr,e curve as well ar; d methane response curve • (F iqure a) was expo imenlally obtained for sensor elements
r;unll,ir to those contiidvf ed for the I HMS T he two curves ale plotted together in Figure 9 The relative H ' dmethane response
ditters born the calculated ( f inure 6) This was expected. because the dual flame arrestors used in the brF ,3jhoard test sere
• ;or We ,trio tiilhe;urre of the lar,;er, heavier mothane molecules more than the H molecule The flame arrestor area exposed
to the ;ensinq clernents in the prospective TRMS would be somewhat larger than in the br eadboard test sensor, and the
relative responses could be closet The H , , response is not as linear as the methane response, but is satisfactory to indicate
i{,t^n,xun,itr levy is of H . ti the atmosphete,trid can tit , linearized electronicall y The largest deviation of the data points from
,i It , ,c,t line (dotted uI F RJwe 9) was 3'(, of full scale The reduced linearity is possibly due to elevation of the
rofofoncebt., !Ienlper,ill Ate byio,w lion of the very easily oxidized H_,atillssurface The TRMSreferencebeadopeiatesata
hujhrr temper,,' •rt ,ind is le sr, uirrt than the cot responding T RHS bead It so. the TRMS linearity for H , , ca r potentially be im-
nro.veti Anew i!ively bu t only it the sensor were used for H . • alone, a linearizing circuil can be incorporated in the
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FIGURE 8 RESPONSE OF ALTERNATE SENSOR ELEMENTS TO METHANE
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TABLE 10 PROJECTED EFFECTS OF DESIGN/OPERATING ADJUSTMENTS ON H 2 SENSING ABILITY
Parameter
Rel)roduc it) r!.ty
1 ull Scale Display""
Position Sensitivity
( Had al and Axial Rotation),
., , full Scale
InAr
in0`)'', H
Linearity ' Full Scale
Hesponse T ime fto 90 °io
of Value). sec
Pecovery T-me (to 901',io
of Vaaue) sec=
H, '(dine Stability
Zero Drift (in Air).
f ull Scalolyr
Span Drift "
(Measured with 0')% H
Sample',	 Full Scale/30 days
PH Sens tivity (over the
R,ingtr I t) 70",, RH), o Full
Temperature Sensitivity
Over Range 283-311 K
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Bases fer TRMS Projections
Scnwng elemen' manufacturer indicated that Irnearr
ty specifications of British, Canadian and American
Organizations (su h as Factory Mutual and Insinr
ment Society America) are met Canadian specrfrca
lion was consulted for projection
Discussions with sensing element manufacturer on
their Obs«•rvations of position ser,,itiviry
(See Reproducibility)
Faster diffusion cf H to TRMS elements due to 8 2 X
larger usable flame arrestor area than for TRHS but
only 4 5 X larger sensor cavity volume to fill
Same reasoning as for response time
Typical level. based on discussions with sensing ele-
ment manufacturer (Slightly higher than CH 4 perfor-
mance projections(" because expressed relative to
2%H,, (versus 2 5 % CH 4 ) full scale )
Discussion with sensing element manufacturer in-
d called that sensitivity is approximately constant
over several years unless poisoning occurs There is
no steady decrease Should be at least as good as or
better ',han TRHS specification
Sensing element manufacturer's specific motion
Sensing element manufacturers pecifrcation
3	 Faster diffusion of H,, to TRMS elements due to 8 2 X
larger usable flame arrestor area than in TRHS, but
only a 4 5 X larger cavity to fill Makes thickness of
the laminar gas layer at the flame arrestor surface
less critical for mass transport
—continued
Draft Sensitivity. '",, 	 6
Increase In Displ3yed H.
Concentration at 7 6 mrmin
125 ftmin)
fat Considered same as linearity
(b) Hereafter. Simply "Fu l l Scale' F ull Scale is assumed to be 2% H, as for the TRHS, for comparison purpose:,
IcI Table 7
(d) Change in sensor output. exc,usive of zero shifts. due to sensitivity losses of the sensing element in clean at-
mosphere
(d) Only a maximum output change was specified for a 268-313 K (23-104 F) temperature range Output change was
divided by temperature range to provide average sensitivity
28
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iahle 10 - t'tlnflnued
-I'.( It I11, 1' it , 1'	 ,..:	 H	 ;'t'f IMlt
lfMS	 THMS
f'•i r amcic , Per for (II'vi
	
t'	 Pfolt'rtlun H,iSOS	 Ill!	 iHMS I'Il,h'rtlt,nt,
Vvvt	 l,tlt' VoII ' ltle3. V 1	 4 1 1 it)	 1	 49 to Sink' WV1 cell type as for 1NHS
1'.1	 1',1
I'r t'I'd, I It 'at 	 It. ' t 	 WI 1`,	 •1 .' S .' X la I Ut'r usable tlan'it , al rl'Sfo r afl'd allows n1of t'
( l t ,• l	 . p ly	 mA	 t	 Ill' ii	 t'.110f,illh!1 Oas to diffuse out
	
•1 1, X Iafl) t' ! 	 til'fltilll
t .iVlty vtllu llt' to pu ljt' is riot the Ill Iartlll
Wfe l ll l	 31 S,lrlw ,i5 tllr	 plt'pl,ltl'atl culit'nt
I'	 t	 l , l,rtt^,iu	 it t	 Il	 ^t	 l l 111(, •1', X lnrte'ase u) pLi	 le'vrlunk' lt'tluuc'n'c'nL;
n	 1.+t^^v ,	! tilt ,
	nr'l does riot nl'il
	 ll .ipplottallall'ly H X ort"lrl H
tlt'rit'I'lllll) Lilt'	 Which Should pitivillt' rllllrl' 1,1(1111
,ttt,llrtlilt'rll	 01 tit' SIII'd
	
N	 CO fit' I F IItahtIfI	 111,1'1	 I!)	 ihe'
1Ht15
I'I,1 It',it, 	 1 i 	I	 Ill y	I I I t I I `,l1	 : S,IIIIr	 ,its	 flll	 f'It'I , I,iIt',Itl	 1, 'J 	 1111h'
!^,,	 ,Il^t'l.i11,^^t	 At1lt,`•In1t'nt -1	 ^•1 f ult'ly t'h't'Utv'll'
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I t'tiptllltil'^it'( 1 1 Vt'ly	 illlwt	 ,	 III	 `;flll	 l',Ilit)t.ilKlil
lt 1 CC%l 1 !y I1111t' should ht' +nlp!llvrtl
	 liuwt'vt't	 t l nlnt
It't't ) Vt.'Iy Wd" not	 ttlt1(jtI	 is hll	 1HHS
1 tiewttlrt'	 wi,Imed .' I t min for	 rt';atltl,il Ill i IOX	 ti
i 0rICt'ni,,itior) to t`101(w ll 1	 ,,•	 In THMS	 but nn
IVOW	 u'ni ' tlt- If t'tl ,Intl pOSSINO
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Tn14' r.r,	 1	 ^•1 No i h,Ir1Ut' t'xpectell
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FIGURE 9 RESPONSE OF ALTERNATE SENSOR ELEMENTS
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i Ilt'I,i n c atalyhe combustion as used in tit' baseline T HH') is the' scnsing principle in the TtWS because it will pro
vide 9w greatt-1 overall level of performance and relrohility for m; thane sensing
2 De , .:gn fahn( ale and assemble a TRMS hosed u r i modification of the TRHS design to incorporate catalytic
t on bw llor type t'lerrrt'ntr thal a,e sensitive to both methane and H Phis shall Include design fabrication and
asse r• ibly of a mots fie(I T HMS head a methane gas coon t. r ind a i upgraded HSC. to be used as a Methane Sensct
I, ilioralor
I 1)e-, g) .ind Implement mprovrnienis;ddd tiun to the t'X sting test stand to .'valuate the TRMS This will include
devek,tunerit of ,i dr,it ► sensitivity test apparatus and improved position sensitivity and responseirecovery lime
nie,+st,n' rent test flXiurr".
1 PerRx r n proyrani testing necei,i„ Ir y loevaluale the pcttorman ' . of the TRMS first. dsa methane sensor second as
i f i sensor and Ihjrrl with both yaws present This shall uu lode ti'shny for response/linearity. response t me ;ind
rerove ry time stability !,rnsIhvrty to position rt • iatwe humidity temperahne and draft variations, ability to in situ
alihrale with H ,ind abll ty to d1,11ormilic ally compensate for background concenttattoos of H
. 
and methane gas
(tummy in i,Ihi t a11bra110n (auto Zeroing)
rte whit poison,, nntst he provided for in flight h.irdware Then cevelop the design niodrlicalions needed and
I,Iblu ,ite ,i iHM:; incorporatiml such elements
, , , ' r , r't^t •..tll y u;^,--lalalt ,illerri,ihve methods for ui %ItLJ cal brition of the TRMS with methane Design. build and
it , .,Ilu,IIt a I,it or,+tory breadboard of Ihe' most p rontisirg III(-Itiod
(	 ._I'i ,i n, cropro, t"" 'o b.tsed combined Methane Gas Monitot i Meth,ine Sensor Calibrator The objective IS to
a, r	 Rut	 t	 .'r the elechonu r. for c o(')busiihle gas methane and H monitoring when integir,iled into the
A(,;tim,+ted C w)trrrllt , r of xi f CA SS subr:ysteni
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TABLE Al 1 METHANE MONITOR EC/LSS DESIGN CRITERI0)




1	 Nominal opt , rational level
Reduced operahonai levels•'
3 Emergency operational level"
d Ouiescent oper,ition
2. Oxygen Partial Pressure, psia
a Pdftidl pressure tot nurninal c, ,rational level will be maintained within the control band
shown in 1 figure Al -1
b (hinny decompression and reoressunzation the atmosphere pressure and composition
C0111f0l 10glc MUSt rTlalnlain PO
.
, within via~ie limits but no g,eater than 3 53 psra




14 1 - 15 2
202
t10




4. Carbon Dioxide Partial Pressure, mm Fig
,r NOriwi,al operational level carbon deoxid#^ tldrtial pressure will be maintained below ^ 0 mm
fig for ncaxinunn me't.ibOlic loads and R 0 = 0 q 1r1 all habitable areas 11"
I) Reduced Operahofidl level	 30-
 12
C I_nu e rgency operational level	 12 - 15
5 Trace Contaminants
L istinet of e.xfn'e ted >,pace station trace contannn ,ints, production rates and their maximum	 Table At-2
allowah!e conce^nhations during nominal, reduced, and emergency operational levels
6 Airborne Bacteria
Ai , borne hactena will bf ,
 maintained below the level defined (rnicrobes/ft')
	 100
7. Atmosphere Temperature and Humidity
,, TOPIl Wrature, airy bulb temperature, Tr i p F
1 Nominal operational level
(a) Range	 65- 75
(b) ( c (jpability for selecting and maintaining Tne at any value within the range shown
shall be provided within each module at an absolute pressure of 14 7 psla
ic) Ccntrol tolerance on selected temperature
	 t 2
(d) In the event of a single sensible heat exchanger failure, T tl e shall be maintained
between th- range shown but selectability shall not be required
-- continued
(a) See T,thk^ Al 3 for definition of operational levels(b) pC(l, level in shower will be maintained below 4 mm Hg
Al-2
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Table Al 1 —continued
? Reduced operaUonal level
(a) tower range
(b) Upper range
3 Emergency operational level
(a) lower range
(b) Upper range
4 Range during quiescent period
t) Hurnidity dr e w pouit	 T,	 E
1 Nr nm,il opor,itional It -vol
Hdu^ <d operational irwr^
(r) t c)w(„
Ihi Upper dnl)r
3 E-mergency operational level
iar ^CWt?r .dnyi`
(t)) Upper range
4 Atmosphere Tr ) r, will be at l east 10 F lower than T ((, during nominal operational level
1) Atmosphere relative humidity shall be greater than 5 1/o for all operational levels
6. Module Ventilation, fpnri-
a Norninal design ,)pint
b Range




















10"o  1 5
100 to 200
5 to 10
(a) Module ventilation rates apply to any tree volume normally occupied by the crew in the performance of their routine
duties Suppleme r,tal tans
Al -3
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Rrological Brolegrcall• Total Concentration
Contaminant (gmlday) (gm/day) (gmiday) (mg/m')
Acetone 1020 0 003 1020 240
Acetaldehyde 250 0 001 2 t)G 36
Acetic Acrd 025 025 2 5
Acetylene 250 250 180
Acetonrtr Ile 025 025 7
Aurolein 025 025 025
Allyl Alcohol 025 025 05
Ammonia 250 60 85 35
Aniyl Acetate 025 025 53
Arnyl Alcohol 025 025 36
Benzene 250 250 8
n-Bulane 2 50 250 180
>o-Butane 025 025 180
Bulene i 2 5G 250 1 ob
cis Butene-2 025 0 25 180
trans-Butene-2 2 5C 250 180
1 , 3 Butadiene 250 2 50 220
so-Butylene 025 0 2 r) 180
n-Butyl Alcohol 250 0 018 252 30
ISO Butyl Alcohol 025 025 30
sec-Butyl Alcohol 025 025 30
tert butyl Alcohol 025 025 30
Hulyl Acetate G 25 025 71
Nutraldehydes 025 025 70
liutync Acrd 025 025 14
Carbon Disulirde 025 025 6
(Arbcn Monoxide 250 02 2 7 29
Carbon Tetrachlonde 0 25 G 25 65
Carl-wnvI Suhde 0 25 0 25 25
(;hlor;ne 0 25 0 25 1 5
Chlorcacotone 0 25 0 25 100
Chlorobenzene 025 025 35
Chloiotluoromethan 025 025 24
(.hlorotorm 250 250 24
Chloropropane 025 0 25 84
Caprvl c Acid 025 155
Cumene 025 025 25
Cyclohe)(ane 250 250 100
Cyclohexene 025 021, 100
Cyclohexanel 025 0 25 20
Cyclopentane 025 025 100
Cyclopropane 025 025 100
Cyanamide 0 25 025 45
—continued
(a) This applies to nominal operahona! levels, reduced and emergency levels are TBD
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Table A1 . 2 — continued
Produc tion Rate s_
Maximum's'
Allowat le
b ,.	 ^glcal Biologicalar Total Concentration
Contaminant _	 (gm^day)__ _ {gm/days_ (gm/dam_ (mg/ml)
Indole 025 0.6 085 126
Isoprene C 25 025 140
Methylene Chloride 250 250 21
Methyl Acetate 250 250 61
Metny o itvrate 025 025 30
Methyl Chloride 025 025 21
?Methyl 1 Butenc 0 25 025 1430
Methyl ChlerotorrT 250 250 190
Mr,lhyl F uran- 025 025 3
Methyl Ethyl Ketone 250 250 59
Methyl Isohutyl Ketone 025 0.25 41
Methyl Isn p rc,pyl Ketone 250 250 70
Wthyl C . Johexane 025 023 200
Merhyl	 ".etylene 025 025 165
Mw, . Alcohol 250 006 256 26
".'f;thyl Pentane 0 25 U 25 295
"Methyl Methacrylate 025 025 41
Mt,-than 29.5 36 33 1 1720
Mesitylene 025 0,05 25
moan Methyl Hydrazine 025 025 0 035
Methyl Mercaptan 025 025 2
Naphthalene 025 025 50
Nitric Oxide 025 025 32
Nitrogen Tetrox de 025 0 25 1 8
Nitrogen Dioxide 025 025 09
Nitrous Oxide 025 025 47
Octane 025 0 25 235
Propylene 250 250 180
ir,o-Pentane 250 2.50 295
n-Pentane 250 2.5C 295
Pentene-1 025 0.25 180
Pe r itent-2 0125 0.25 180
P r opane 250 2.50 180
n-Propyl Acetate 025 0.25 84
n-Propyl Alochol 2.50 250 75
so-Propyl Alcohol 250 2.50 98
n Propyl Benzene 025 025 44
rso-Propyl Chloride 025 025 260
iso-Propyl Ether 025 0.25 120
Prnp r ronaldehyde 025 025 30
Propionic Acid 025 025 15
Propyl Mercaplan 0 25 82
Propylene Aldehyde 0.25 025 10
Pyruvw Acid 2.27 227 0.9
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Table Al 2 -- continued
Pertinent Chemical Synonyms for Table 5
Butarlone = Methyl etlly' ketone
('Worodrtluoromethane = Freon 22
Crolonaldehyde = propylene aldehyde
Decahydronaphthalere = Decalin
1, 2 Drchloroethane = Ethylene chloride = Ethylene drehlonde
Drch l orod flucromethane = Freon 12
Drchlorofluoromethane = Freon 21
C)rchlorotet , atluorethane = f resin 114
p -Droxane = 1. 4 Dioxane
Methyi butanone - 3 - 3 Methyl 2 Butanone = Methyl isopropyl ketone
Methoxy ethane = Vinyl methyl ether
Pn"oene = Propvlent,
Propyne = F;optrw r Methyl acetylen,
PenLifiumoeih,,nv = r !eon 1:'5
Pt- 'hloroethylenv - Tetrachloroethylene
Tnchlorotluoromelhane = Freon 11
T ru hloroUilluororU^ane == f reon 113
TIMUoromelhane = f'Oorotorm = Freon23
1 ;^. 1 nmt t1 yl hemm^e - mesrtylene
Al -8
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TABLE AI-3 FCILSS OPERATION LEVELSis)
1 he I c i SS shall have three operal,onal levels ilonllrlal. F"dilced arid emergency
e	 Nominal utxnation,al level is defined as the level of per tot mance for which the system was designed
h Neeluced operational level is defined as a level of her for mance lower than that for which the system was designed. but
adequate hie personnel safely
I mwoency t4wiation level as Johned as a level of performance sufficient only for personnel survival
c><u e r,atiunal Lwel ,and ae tion lime ,after failure Or n1arnlenance event shall be as cited in Table Al 4
t	 f or :;pace Sl ation pelanaeti e r(s1 under I C/L SS control. control tolerances will be within the stated operational level limits
1 r,uaslenl deviation of a param e ter heyond the stated operational level limits will be allowed to accommcxtate fault detec
Lon instiunu e nlat ,on toler,ance^. Oevi ation of a p,nanu e ie r heyond its spc ecifred Operational limits arkI which exceeds the
f,aull detection rnslru e reenteatirn tolerance." will require the implementation of an alle y nate' "'means to return the parameter
Io an ,accept abie operational level
I,0 An ,ilh o rra,de minims fur per fornunq ,a Space Slalron function ,mav bi 1 (a) an indel'ieendent subsystem. (b) additional
eelugarnent wilhu, ,1 subsystem (c 1 .a contingencV Capability of the' . Iquipment which is not tailed by IN, same media as
the p nr,a	 c,ap.ab l ty or (d) .a planned ront rIkIWIcy proc edurr
Al 9
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TABLE Al -4 OPERATIONAL LEVEL AND ACTION TIME AFTER FAILURE OR MAINTENANCE EVENTjeI
Event Descr y ton
The following events will riot immediate l y lead to
operation at reduced or emergency levels
a Failure of any single component
b A subsystem inactive for maintenance
c A subsystem inactive due to isolation of the volume
containing the subsystem
The follow,,-,g events will not lead to operation at
emergency levels
a Any combination ct a failure of a single component
in the pnrne subsystem and a failure in the backup
equipment
b Any combination of a subsystcrn inactive for
rnau;tenance and a failure in the backup equipment
c Arty combination of a subsystem inactive due to
isolation of the volurne containing the suhsystem






Nominal	 System will have sufficient redundancy
or capability to permit an eight hour
delay before initiating repac action
Reduced	 Crew will immediately initiate repair
activities
The following events may ,esult in an immediate	 Emergency	 Crew will immediately initiate
emergency situation °^	 emergency procedures including repair
Any combination of inactivity of both tt e prime and
	 activities. It repair is not possible,
redundant subsystems due to failure, scheduled	 functions will be maintained at reduced
maintenance, or !solation of a volume and a failure or	 operation level for 14 days using
depletion of expendables in the backup equipment 	 emergency expendables.
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A,'-1	 TRHS Linearity ano Reproducibility 	 A2-2
A2-2	 TRHS Axial Position Sen,itivity in Air 	 A2-3
A2-3	 TRHS Axial Position Sensitivity in 0 5% H., 	 A2-4
A2 -4 	1 MIS Radial Position Sensitivity 	 A2-5
A, 5	 THHS Response and Recovery Times	 A2-6
A2-6	 TRHS Zero Stability	 A2-7
A2-7	 TRHS Span Calibration Stability (PP-1 Sensor) 	 ,4,2-8
A2-8	 THHS Span Calibration Stability (PP-2 Sensor)	 A2-9
A2 9	 TRHS Span Stability (S.-n,or S/N-04) During Vanahle Humidity
and Temperature Cor-dihons	 A2-10
A:'-10	 TRHS Relative Humidity Sensitivity 	 A2 -11
A,) 11	 TRHS Temperature Sensitivity 	 A2-12
A.'-1L'	 P o)ected THHS Draft Sensi'ivity 	 A2-13
A2-1
02	 04	 0.6	 0.8	 1.0
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Clockwise Rotation d deg
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Clockwise Rotation 0, rad
FIGURE A2-3
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FIGURE A2-12 PROJECTED TRHS DRAFT SENSITIVITY
A2-13
